INTRODUCTION

Buoyed by decades of U.S. Supreme Court decisions elevating the Federal Arbitration Act (“FAA”)1 to “super-contract” status,2 the use of pre-dispute arbitration agreements (“PDAAs”) in the United States has become ubiquitous. Historically, arbitration was a dispute resolution option negotiated by two or more parties to resolve purely private, contractual disputes.3 Today, mandatory arbitration has expanded to myriad sectors, including all manners of consumer and service disputes, investor disputes, employment and civil rights disputes. “From birth to death, the use of arbitration has crept into nearly every corner of Americans’ lives, encompassing moments like having a baby, going to school, getting a job, buying a car, building a house and placing a parent in a nursing home.”4

In these non-traditional contexts, PDAAs are not negotiated and knowing consent to arbitration rarely exists.5 While a customer’s signature on a multiple-

---

5 Consumer Fin. Prot. Bureau, Arbitration Study, Report to Congress, Pursuant to Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act § 1028(a), at § 1.4.2 (2015) (“CFPB Arbitration Study”). Most retail investors, for example, are unaware of mandatory PDAAs in their customer agreements with their financial advisor, and are often
paged account agreement, or “click” on the “I Agree” tab at the end of a list of “Terms and Conditions” on an internet agreement, may legally constitute “consent,” few consumers knowingly agree to waiving their right to judicial access and all the protections afforded by a judicial forum. Moreover, the increasing use of class-action waivers in consumer and employment agreements forces more disputes into arbitral forums, while effectively precluding claims that are too small to justify the litigation costs from ever being brought.

This trend requires us to reexamine whether the arbitral forum can (and should) evolve to accommodate a growing number of forced participants with claims involving non-traditional areas that implicate, at least in part, matters of public policy. In an article appearing in this issue, Professor Deborah Hensler and Damira Khatam, J.S.D., correctly observe that the expanding application of arbitration to encompass disputes that implicate matters of public policy have increasingly pushed private forums across domestic arbitration, international commercial arbitration, and investor-state arbitration procedure to incorporate certain due process protections and other procedures that resemble those found in judicial forums. They argue that this re-invention of arbitration undermines both the value of arbitration for purely private disputes (presumably among truly consenting participants to that process), as well as undermining courts and the value of judicial resolution of societal issues.

Certainly in the context of domestic arbitration (with which I am most familiar), I could not agree more that we need to re-examine the scope of arbitration, particularly when widespread use of PDAAs and class-action waivers sweeps into arbitration millions of potential claims that implicate matters of public policy. Moreover, a historical examination of domestic arbitration and the purpose of the FAA reveal that current Supreme Court jurisprudence on


See, e.g., AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion, 563 U.S 333, 336–39 (2011) (boilerplate language in telephone service contract); Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc. v. Byrd, 470 U.S. 213, 215 (1985) (language in agreement opening brokerage account); Sgouros v. TransUnion Corp., 817 F.3d 1029, 1036 (7th Cir. 2016) (clicking “I accept” on website agreement can bind customer to arbitration provided that the button was near the service agreement or access to the service agreement); Hancock v. Am. Tel. & Tel. Co., 701 F.3d 1248, 1256–58 (10th Cir. 2012) (clicking “I agree” to an agreement that user has the opportunity to read on the website constitutes consent).


Id.
federal arbitration has strayed well beyond the FAA’s purpose and scope. Given the current composition of the Court, only legislation can realign domestic arbitration practice with its historical purpose. However, as discussed below, legislation has largely stalled and limited regulatory actions to protect consumers face strong political headwinds.

A concurrent approach is to continue pushing for evolution of the arbitral forum to accommodate the increasing number of forced participants with claims that implicate matters of public policy, including federal statutory claims. Perhaps the best example of such evolution is in the context of securities arbitration in the forum administered by the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (“FINRA”).

Pushed by the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) and investor advocates, FINRA has made significant changes to its arbitration rules governing customer disputes to better serve investors. Although concerns remain about investor access, the lack of transparency, and investors’ perception of fairness, among other things, FINRA arbitration compares favorably to arbitration of consumer claims.

Similarly, incorporating due process and procedural reforms to increase access, fairness, and transparency in other arbitration forums provides increased protections for individuals forced into a process that many feel is rigged against them. It may also provide a less-expensive alternative to litigation of smaller claims in some contexts, such as small-investor claims against their brokers. To the extent such reforms incorporate procedures common in judicial litigation, and added costs, businesses may re-think their use of mandatory PDAAs in the first place.

---


10 See infra notes 43–66 and accompanying discussion.


12 See infra notes 66–99 and accompanying discussion.


I. THE EXPANDING SCOPE OF MANDATORY ARBITRATION

A. Widespread Use of PDAAs in Non-Traditional Contexts

Mandatory arbitration provisions have long been used to resolve purely private, contractual disputes between merchants and commercial businesses.\(^{15}\) PDAAs allow businesses to manage litigation costs and risks by providing certainty of the forum and the rules applicable to the resolution of their disputes, privacy, a faster and less costly process, and finality of the decision, which is often made by an arbitration panel composed of industry experts.\(^{16}\) In response to initial judicial hostility to arbitration, Congress passed the FAA in 1925, which declared PDAAs valid, irrevocable, and enforceable.\(^{17}\)

The Supreme Court has held that the purpose of the FAA was to place arbitration agreements on “the same footing as other contracts.”\(^{18}\) Notwithstanding this principle reiterated by the Court in a long line of cases through \textit{AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion}\(^{19}\) and \textit{American Express Co. v. Italian Colors Restaurants},\(^{20}\) Supreme Court jurisprudence in the last forty years has actually thwarted that purpose, establishing, instead, a judicial policy favoring arbitration.\(^{21}\) The Supreme Court has held that the FAA creates a federal substantive law of

\(^{15}\) Jeff Sovern et al., “Whimsy Little Contracts” with Unexpected Consequences: An Empirical Analysis of Consumer Understanding of Arbitration Agreements, 75 Md. L. Rev. 1, 5–6 (2015); see also Szalai, supra note 3, at 117.


\(^{17}\) Gilmer v. Interstate/Johnson Lane Corp., 500 U.S. 20, 24–25 (1991). Section 2 of the FAA provides that:

A written provision in any maritime transaction or a contract evidencing a transaction involving commerce to settle by arbitration a controversy thereafter arising out of such contract or transaction, or the refusal to perform the whole or any part thereof, or an agreement in writing to submit to arbitration an existing controversy arising out of such a contract, transaction, or refusal, shall be valid, irrevocable, and enforceable, save upon such grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any contract.


\(^{19}\) \textit{Concepcion}, 563 U.S. at 339.


\(^{21}\) See Jodi Wilson, How the Supreme Court Thwarted the Purpose of the Federal Arbitration Act, 63 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 91, 94 (2012). See also Aronovsky, supra note 9 at 134 (the Court’s expansive “‘pro-arbitration policy’ may be leading toward a preemptive federal arbitration procedural paradigm”).
arbitration applicable in both federal and state courts, which preempts conflicting state law. 22

Businesses’ use of PDAAs greatly expanded as the Supreme Court’s arbitration jurisprudence elevated the FAA. The Supreme Court upheld mandatory arbitration of investor disputes with their brokers, 23 consumer contracts, 24 employment agreements, 25 and nursing home admission applications, 26 among others, providing the groundwork for enforcement of virtually every type of arbitration agreement in any context. 27 In contrast to PDAAs used in private, commercial contracts between businesses, PDAAs in consumer contracts or in other non-traditional contexts are not negotiated, and individuals subject to them rarely know that they exist or deprive them of their right to pursue judicial remedies. 28

Businesses have further sought to limit litigation costs of class actions by including class-action waivers in their contracts. 29 These provisions generally prohibit individuals from bringing a judicial class-action or other collective action (such as in the arbitral forum itself) or both. 30 As part of a mandatory PDA, a class-action waiver requires an aggrieved party to bring his or her claim—regardless of its size—individually in arbitration. 31 Rejecting arguments

24 Concepcion, 563 U.S. at 352 (contract with telephone carrier services); CompuCredit Corp. v. Greenwood, 565 U.S. 95, 97, 104–05 (2012) (credit card agreements).
25 Circuit City Stores v. Adams, 532 U.S. 105, 123 (2001). See also Jean R. Sternlight, Disarming Employees: How American Employers Are Using Mandatory Arbitration to Deprive Workers of Legal Protection, 80 BROOK. L. REV. 1309, 1317–19 (2015) (noting that 20 percent of non-unionized employees are covered by arbitration clauses, and that this number will grow as recent Supreme Court cases on class-action waivers will likely encourage more employers to use them).
26 Marmet Health Care Ctr., Inc. v. Brown, 565 U.S. 530, 533–34 (2012) (per curiam). Most recently the Supreme Court overturned a Kentucky Supreme Court decision which held that a power of attorney must expressly confer authority to waive the right to a jury trial in order to sign a PDA; the Court held the Kentucky Supreme Court rule “singu[lar]d out arbitration agreements for disfavored treatment.” Kindred Nursing Ctrs. Ltd. P’ship v. Clark, 137 S. Ct. 1421, 1425 (2017).
28 Sovern et al., supra note 15 at 58–61 (in an empirical study of consumers’ awareness of the existence and effect of arbitration provisions in their consumer contracts, less than 9 percent of consumers that reviewed a standard credit card agreement with a PDAA realized that the contract had both an arbitration provision and that it would prevent them from bringing a claim in court).
30 Id. at 285.
That such class-action waivers effectively deprive consumers with small claims from pursuing their rights, the Court held in *Concepcion* that the FAA compels enforcement of arbitration agreements according to their terms, and preempts contrary state law that classifies class-action waivers in consumer contracts as unconscionable.\(^{32}\)

Any hopes that the “effective vindication” doctrine\(^{33}\) would serve to protect access to courts based on the size of the individual claim were dashed in *Italian Colors* where Justice Scalia, writing for the majority, dismissed the doctrine as mere dicta and rejected the notion that the costs of pursuing individualized claims in arbitration could invalidate a PDAA.\(^{34}\) Reasoning that the doctrine originated from a desire to protect the *prospective* assertion of rights,\(^{35}\) the Court made clear that the doctrine does not invalidate a mandatory PDAA due to costs associated with proving the claim.\(^{36}\) “[T]he fact that it is not worth the expense involved in *proving* a statutory remedy does not constitute the elimination of the *right to pursue* that remedy.”\(^{37}\) *Concepcion* and *Italian Colors* are widely regarded as having dealt a fatal blow to judicial class actions brought on behalf of consumers, civil rights plaintiffs, and others.\(^{38}\)

\(^{32}\) Id. at 338–39.

\(^{33}\) The “effective vindication” doctrine was derived from language in *Mitsubishi Motors Corp. v. Soler Chrysler-Plymouth, Inc.*, where the Supreme Court, in compelling arbitration of antitrust and unfair competition claims, stated that “so long as the prospective litigant effectively may vindicate its statutory cause of action in the arbitral forum, the statute [providing the cause of action] will continue to serve both its remedial and deterrent function.” 473 U.S. 614, 637 (1985).

\(^{34}\) American Express v. Italian Colors Restaurant, 133 S. Ct. 2304, 2311 (2013).

\(^{35}\) According to the majority, examples of such barriers to the potential assertion of statutory rights include an arbitration provision forbidding the assertion of certain rights of action in the first place, or an arbitral system that imposes “administrative fees” that are “so high as to make access to the forum impracticable.” Id. at 2310–11.

\(^{36}\) Id. at 2311.

\(^{37}\) Id.

\(^{38}\) See generally Sarah Rudolph Cole, *On Babies and Bathwater: The Arbitration Fairness Act and the Supreme Court’s Recent Arbitration Jurisprudence*, 48 Hous. L. Rev. 457, 462–64 (2011) (“[T]he most pressing issue in consumer arbitration, in the wake of recent Supreme Court decisions, is the lack of a viable forum for consumers with low value claims.”); Miriam Gilles & Gary Friedman, *After Class:Aggregate Litigation in the Wake of AT&T Mobility v. Concepcion*, 79 U. Chi. L. Rev. 623, 627 (2012) (*Concepcion* all but forecloses aggregate litigation for consumers, civil rights plaintiffs, and others because companies can essentially insulate themselves with waiver provisions that will be upheld); Gross, *supra* note 14, at 49 (“By inserting a class action waiver clause in their consumer contracts, companies can prevent consumers from aggregating small claims, forcing them to pursue small claims individually.”) (citations omitted); Jean R. Sternlight, *Tsunami: AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion Impedes Access to Justice*, 90 Or. L. Rev. 703, 704 (2012) (“It is highly ironic but no less distressing that a case with a name meaning ‘conception’ should come to signify death for the legal claims of many potential plaintiffs.”) (emphasis added).
B. Legislative Re-Alignment of Domestic Arbitration Stalled

Consumer and investor protection advocates have pushed for legislation to address the due process and public policy concerns raised by the widening scope of mandatory arbitration into these non-traditional areas. In 2017 alone, Democratic members of Congress have introduced (or re-introduced) no less than ten bills in the new Congress to limit or ban the use of PDAAs or class-action waivers, or otherwise provide greater transparency and consumer protections in various contexts. The most expansive, the Arbitration Fairness Act, would amend the FAA to ban mandatory arbitration of consumer (defined to include investor), employment, antitrust, and civil rights disputes. A version of the Arbitration Fairness Act has been introduced in every Congress since 2007.

Other proposed legislation is more narrowly tailored to prohibit the use of PDAAs or class-action waivers in specific contexts. Four bills have been introduced that do not amend the FAA, but rather, amend other federal statutes to address mandatory arbitration in agreements between investors and their brokers or investment advisers, consumer bank and credit card agreements, student enrollment agreements at colleges and universities, and employment agreements.

Still other bills seek to address the lack of transparency in private arbitration and the implications of that process on matters of public policy. The Arbi-
Arbitration Transparency Act of 2017, for example, would amend the FAA to provide for public arbitration hearings of consumer disputes involving consumer products or services.\(^\text{46}\) Other legislative proposals would amend the FAA to prohibit the enforcement of mandatory PDAAs in disputes that implicate matters of public health or safety,\(^\text{47}\) or in the context of an employment or consumer agreement that would prohibit whistleblower or other reporting of unlawful conduct.\(^\text{48}\) Finally, the Restoring Statutory Rights Act of 2017 would amend the FAA to restore its application to purely private, contractual disputes, by prohibiting PDAAs in cases involving the interpretation of a federal or state statute, or the U.S. Constitution, or a state’s constitution.\(^\text{49}\)

Given Congress’s current composition, it is highly unlikely that any of the proposed legislation amending the FAA will pass. While legislation amending other federal statutes to provide carve outs for specific types of disputes could fare better because they focus on specific areas, they also face difficult odds.

C. Regulatory (In)Action and Policy Shifts

Regulatory review of the use and impact of PDAAs and class-action waivers arguably provides a path to meaningful reform. Although limited in scope to the particular arena, agency rules are issued after months (or years) of study, a public notice-and-comment process, and other procedures under the Administrative Procedure Act (“APA”).\(^\text{50}\) As such, a rule promulgated under the APA—including a rule limiting mandatory arbitration in a particular context—is usually substantiated with compelling public policy arguments and data in support of the rule, thereby providing a presumption of validity.\(^\text{51}\) Yet recent events have shown that regulatory reform is also at the mercy of political forces, as the Trump administration has swiftly moved to halt, revise, or overturn regulations in every arena, including those curbing mandatory arbitration.

Under the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (“Dodd-Frank”),\(^\text{52}\) Congress expressly authorized the newly-created Consumer Fraud Protection Bureau (“CFPB”) to conduct a study on the use of mandatory arbitration provisions in banking, credit card and other lending agreements, and to prohibit or limit the use of mandatory arbitration provi-
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...sions. After years of study and public field hearings on May 5, 2016 the CFPB released for public comment a proposed rule that would bar banks, lenders, and other providers of certain financial products from using mandatory arbitration provisions that include class-action waivers. The CFPB received over 110,000 comment letters on its proposal and, on July 19, 2017, published a final rule that bans the use of class-action waivers in consumer contracts with providers of banking, credit, and lending. The proposed rule also increases transparency by requiring companies that use arbitration to provide the CFPB with the pleadings and awards rendered in those proceedings. The new rule will not likely go into effect, however, because Congress exercised its authority to reverse the rule under the Congressional Review Act, and President Trump is expected to sign the legislation.

Agency rules that have been issued are also at peril. For example, the Department of Health and Human Services Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (“CMS”) issued a final rule on October 4, 2016 titled, “Reform of Requirements for Long-Term Care Facilities,” that would have barred nursing homes receiving federal Medicare or Medicaid funds from using PDAAs with

---

53 Id. § 1028 (codified at 12 U.S.C. § 5518 (2010)). The Dodd-Frank Act also authorized the SEC to restrict the use of mandatory arbitration provisions. Id. § 921, 124 Stat. 1841 (2010) (codified at 15 U.S.C. § 78o(o)(2010)). However, the SEC has not yet acted on this authority. Pursuant to section 913 of the Dodd-Frank Act, the SEC conducted a study to evaluate the legal and regulatory standards for the protection of investors that, among other things, included a review of pre-dispute arbitration agreements. Although the staff conducted the study and discussed the growing use of PDAAs, it did not offer any recommendations for change. See U.S. SEC. & EXCH. COMM’N, STUDY ON INVESTMENT ADVISERS AND BROKER-DEALERS, at 80–82, 133–35 (2011).

54 The CFPB launched its study in April 2012 and published its findings three years later in a 728-page report to Congress. CONSUMER FIN. PROT. BUREAU, ARBITRATION STUDY: REPORT TO CONGRESS PURSUANT TO DODD-FRANK WALL STREET REFORM AND CONSUMER PROTECTION ACT § 1028(a) (March 2015).


58 The Congressional Review Act, 5 U.S.C. §§ 801–808 (1996), gives Congress the authority to pass a joint resolution to reverse an agency rule within sixty legislative days of its publication in the federal register. If both houses pass joint resolutions of disapproval and the President signs the resolution, the regulation is nullified, and provisions that had already been effective are retroactively negated. Moreover, a new rule in “substantially the same form” as the rejected rule may not be issued unless specifically authorized by Congress.

their residents or their representatives. Several nursing homes and the American Health Care Association challenged the new regulation prior to its taking effect in November 2016, seeking an injunction to prevent enforcement of the rule on the grounds that the CMS exceeded its authority and that the regulation violated the FAA. The district court granted an injunction and, on January 5, 2017, the CMS appealed to the United States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit. However, the CMS withdrew its appeal before its brief was due in June 2017, and has since issued a proposed rule to remove the prohibition on PDAAs, which instead require enhanced notice provisions for residents and their families.

Similarly, the Department of Education (“DOE”) published final regulations in November 2016 that, among other things, prohibited the use of PDAAs and class-action waivers in college student loan agreements. In May 2017, the California Association of Private Postsecondary Schools filed a complaint challenging the regulations and seeking injunctive relief. Two weeks before the new DOE regulations were to take effect, the DOE published a new rule postponing the implementation of “certain provisions” of the final regulations—including the provisions prohibiting PDAAs and class-action waivers—“until the judicial challenges to the final regulations [were] resolved.” Even if the DOE argues in favor of some parts of the 2016 final rules, however, it will likely reverse course on (or not defend) the prohibition against PDAAs and class-

---

63 Medicare and Medicaid Programs; Revision of Requirements for Long-Term Care Facilities: Arbitration Agreements, 82 Fed. Reg. 26649 (proposed June 8, 2017) (to be codified at 42 C.F.R. pt. 483). The CMS reviewed the prior 2016 rule pursuant to the Trump administration’s January 30, 2017 Executive Order, “Reducing Regulation and Controlling Regulatory Costs.” Id. at 26650; see Exec. Order No. 13771, 82 Fed. Reg. 9339 (Feb. 3, 2017). The proposed rule would retain the requirements of the 2016 rule that nursing homes choosing to use PDAAs explain to residents their terms in plain language (in the language the resident or representative understands) and post notice of its use in its facilities. Id. at 26651.
action waivers, following the pattern of the Trump administration’s across-the-board reversals on this issue.67

Another example of a regulatory shift will likely come from the Department of Labor (“DOL”), which in April 2016 passed a game-changing series of rules and exemptions to eliminate costly conflicts of interest in rendering retirement investment advice.68 The new fiduciary rule (requiring that professionals provide retirement financial advice in the best interests of their clients) became applicable on June 9, 2017. The application of the remaining regulations, which allows for mandatory arbitration, but bans class-action waivers, was delayed until January 1, 2018.69 The new DOL director appointed by President Trump has announced that it is considering changing or eliminating some or all

67. The notice postponing the implementation of the 2016 final rules laid the groundwork for reversal, as the DOE expressed concerns about the costs of implementing the rule in collegues, and also noting that the plaintiffs in the underlying litigation “raised serious questions concerning the validity of certain provisions of the final regulations. . . .” Id. The DOE announced that it would continue its review and revisions to the 2016 regulations. Id. at 27622.
68. See Definition of the Term “Fiduciary”; Conflict of Interest Rule—Retirement Investment Advice, 81 Fed. Reg. 20946–47 (Apr. 8, 2016). Financial professionals providing retirement investment advice to retail investors must put their clients’ best interests above their own financial interest, charge only reasonable compensation, and not make any material misleading statements. Id. at 20991. See also Benjamin P. Edwards, Conflicts & Capital Allocation, 78 Otto St. L.J. 181, 225 n.275 (2017) (noting that in a changing political climate Congress may block or overturn DOL’s fiduciary rule) (citations omitted).
parts of the rule. It is unlikely that the DOL’s ban on the use of class-action waivers in agreements to provide retirement financial advice will survive. Indeed, in defending the fiduciary rule and exemptions in pending litigation challenging the rules, the DOL stated that the department is changing its stance on the class-action waiver provision and would no longer defend it.

Another abrupt reversal is in the context of three consolidated cases currently pending before the Supreme Court, challenging the National Labor Relations Board’s (“NLRB”) position that class-action waivers in employment agreements violate Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act by precluding employees from engaging in “concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection.” The Court will resolve the conflict between the Seventh and Ninth Circuit, which have held that class-action waivers violate Section 7 of the NLRA, and the Fifth Circuit’s position that they do not. On June 16, 2017, the government took the nearly unprecedented

---

70 Citing the February 3, 2017 Presidential Memorandum ordering the DOL to conduct an additional examination of the costs of the fiduciary rule and related exemptions, the DOL announced that during the transition phase it would be issuing a request for information to solicit additional comments on whether changes to the marketplace and firm structures warrant additional postponement of the remaining requirements of the DOL rule, or further changes to the rule (and related exemptions) itself. U.S. DEP’T OF LABOR, CONFLICT OF INTEREST FAQs (TRANSITION PERIOD), at 4 (May 2017).


72 Murphy Oil USA, Inc. v. N.L.R.B., 808 F.3d 1013 (5th Cir. 2015), cert. granted, 137 S. Ct. 809 (2017); Lewis v. Epic Sys. Corp., 823 F.3d 1147 (7th Cir. 2016), cert. granted, 137 S. Ct. 809 (2017); Morris v. Ernst & Young, LLP, 834 F.3d 975 (9th Cir. 2016), cert. granted, 137 S. Ct. 809 (2017).


74 Lewis, 823 F.3d at1151; Morris, 834 F.3d at 979.

75 Murphy Oil, 808 F.3d at1015.
step of changing its position on this issue in its brief before the Supreme Court. The examples illustrate the potential for targeted reform of mandatory arbitration, supported by the experience of agency staff, studies, and a public notice-and-comment process. But, the recent rollbacks and actions by the Trump administration are a stark reminder of the limits of regulatory reform.

II. IMPROVING ACCESS AND FAIRNESS IN RESPONSE TO MANDATORY ARBITRATION: THE FINRA EXAMPLE

Given the current legal landscape, an alternative, pragmatic approach to dealing with the vast expansion of mandatory arbitration is to focus on the arbitral forum itself. The leading example of this arbitral evolution is in the context of securities arbitration before FINRA, the self-regulatory organization responsible for oversight over broker-dealers in the United States. Because it is under direct regulatory oversight by the SEC, FINRA’s processes and rules, including those governing securities arbitration, are subject to the SEC’s investor-protection mandate. This is a significant distinction from arbitral forums where consumer, employment, and other commercial matters are resolved.

Arbitration of disputes among securities industry participants has a long history, dating back to the founding of the predecessor self-regulatory organiza-
tions of the New York Stock Exchange ("NYSE") and NASD. Customer claims were regularly arbitrated until the Supreme Court’s decision in Wilko v. Swan, where the Court held that claims under the Securities Act of 1933 were not subject to mandatory arbitration. For nearly thirty-five years, investors had a choice to bring their claims against brokers in either arbitration or go to court. The Court reversed course in Shearson/Am. Express, Inc. v. McMahon, where the Supreme Court held that securities disputes arising under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 were arbitrable, and two years later expressly overruled Wilco v. Swan. Today, the use of arbitration to resolve securities disputes among customers and members is nearly universal.

When the Court considered McMahon in 1987, the SEC filed an amicus brief in support of arbitration of securities disputes, explaining that its newly granted authority over SROs under Congress’s 1975 amendments to Section 19 of the Exchange Act could ensure the fairness and adequacy of SROs’ arbitration procedures and enforce customers’ rights under the Exchange Act. The SEC also helped develop a uniform code of arbitration procedure, which was voluntarily adopted by SROs. The SEC has since pushed SROs to develop a litigation model of arbitration consistent with procedural due process and designed to improve investors’ perception of fairness.

---

80 See generally, Gross, supra note 2, at 174–76. Professor Gross explains that the considerations that drove the securities industry to prefer arbitration as a form of dispute resolution were to ensure that industry norms, rules, and practices would be enforced, ensure the good conduct of its members (which served to protect customers), and to provide a predictable and expedient resolution of disputes arising in a fast-moving market. Id. at 176–77.


82 Id. at 438.

83 Many courts also exercised supplemental jurisdiction over investors’ state law claims. However, in Dean Witter Reynolds, Inc. v. Byrd, 470 U.S. 213 (1985), the Supreme Court held that the FAA required courts to compel arbitration of state law claims, even if it resulted in the inefficiency of bifurcated claims. Id. at 219–20.


86 After McMahon, the vast majority of broker-dealers in the country inserted PDAAs in their agreements with customers, requiring them to arbitrate any claims arising out of their brokerage relationship. See Barbara Black, Can Behavioral Economics Inform Our Understanding of Securities Arbitration?, 12 Tenn. J. Bus. L. 107 (2011).

87 15 U.S.C. § 78o-3(b)(6) (2016) (SEC can only approve SRO rules that, among other things, are "designed to prevent fraudulent and manipulative acts and practices . . . and, in general, to protect investors and the public interest . . .").


As early as 1989, the SEC approved amendments to SRO rules (now embodied in FINRA Rule 2268) requiring that specific language and disclosures be included in customer agreements that contain a PDAA, and further prohibiting SRO members from inserting “any condition” in a PDAA that limits or contradicts the arbitration rules of any SRO. FINRA has effectively used Rule 2268(d) to prohibit member firms from inserting class-action waivers in customer agreements and, most recently, to address the recent trend of firms using forum selection clauses to change the hearing location or require arbitration in another forum.

Between 1997 and 2007, the SEC approved nearly all of the rule proposals filed by the NASD as a result of a comprehensive review undertaken by the Arbitration Policy Task Force, which was appointed by the NASD’s Board of Governors. The resulting 1996 Ruder Report contained over seventy recom-


92 FINRA Rule 2268(a) requires that any PDAA be highlighted and be preceded by language expressly set out in the rule that alerts customers to the fact that the agreement contains a PDAA and the consequences of entering into an arbitration agreement. FINRA Rule 2268(a) (2011).

93 Id. at 2268(d)(1).

94 Although the rule does not expressly address judicial class actions, it prohibits members from including in their PDAA’s “any condition that . . . limits the ability of a party to file any claim in court permitted to be filed in court under the rules of the forums in which a claim may be filed under the agreement.” Id. at 2268(d)(3). FINRA’s Board of Governors has made clear that when Rule 2268(d)(3) is read together with FINRA Rule 12204(d)—which proscribes class actions in arbitration—judicial class actions are permitted and any provision to limit a customer’s ability to bring or participate in a class action would be invalid. See Decision at 3, Dep’t of Enforcement v. Charles Schwab, Compl. No. 2011029760201 (Apr. 24, 2014); see also Verges, supra note 90, at 635.

95 See FIN. INDUS. REG. AUTH., REGULATORY NOTICE 16-25, FORUM SELECTION PROVISIONS INVOLVING CUSTOMERS, ASSOCIATED PERSONS AND MEMBER FIRMS at 5 (July 2016), where FINRA recently reminded its members that Rule 12200 under the Customer Code preserves a customer’s right to demand arbitration, regardless of whether the firm has a PDAA with its customer, and that the firm is prohibited by Rule 2268 from including any provision in its customer agreement that abrogates that right.

mendations to “revamp securities industry arbitration,” most of which have been implemented in some form.97

The SEC has since approved new FINRA rules or amendments designed to improve investors’ access to the forum, provide certain due process protections, level the playing field, and increase transparency.98 FINRA has amended the definition of “public arbitrator” to eliminate individuals with ties to the securities industry from the public arbitration pool,99 and provide customers with the option of an “all public” arbitration panel.100 FINRA’s rules assure that customers can proceed at a geographic hearing location that is convenient for them.101 FINRA has also amended its procedural rules to significantly limit the grounds upon which motions to dismiss may be granted prior to a hearing, thereby assuring that most customer claims be reviewed on the merits.102 It has also simplified the discovery process through a presumptive automatic exchange of

98 Verges, supra note 90, at 635; Black, supra note 90, at 5–6.
99 FIN. INDUS. REG. AUTH., REGULATORY NOTICE 08-22, DEFINITION OF PUBLIC ARBITRATOR, SEC APPROVES RULE CHANGE TO AMEND THE DEFINITION OF PUBLIC ARBITRATOR IN THE ARBITRATION CODES FOR CUSTOMER AND INDUSTRY DISPUTES 3 (2008), http://www.finra.org/web/groups/industry/@ip/@reg/@notice/documents/notices/p038472.pdf (announcing amendments to the definition of public arbitrator in the Customer Code (Rule 12100(u))) and corresponding Industry Code (Rule 13100(u)); see also FIN. INDUS. REG. AUTH., REGULATORY NOTICE 13-21, PUBLIC ARBITRATOR DEFINITION, SEC APPROVES AMENDMENTS TO ARBITRATION CODES TO REVISE THE DEFINITION OF PUBLIC ARBITRATOR (2013), http://www.finra.org/web/groups/industry/@ip/@reg/@notice/documents/notices/p122879.pdf (announcing new Rule 12402 and Rule 12403 (amending FINRA Rules 12100(u) (Customer Code) and 13100(u) (Industry Code) to exclude persons associated with a mutual fund or hedge fund from serving as a public arbitrator).
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documents on customer and industry lists of documents set forth in FINRA’s Discovery Guide. FINRA has also attempted to answer calls for more transparency by requiring arbitration panels to provide “explained decisions” upon the parties’ request.

Additionally, FINRA has reduced cost and improved access for investors with smaller claims. FINRA has a simplified arbitration process that allows for the case to proceed entirely on the pleadings and other papers submitted by the parties, and provides a hearing option solely at the request of the customer. FINRA recently increased the monetary limits for simplified arbitration proceedings from $25,000 to $50,000. For claims between $50,000 and $100,000, FINRA provides for single-arbitrator panels, which significantly reduces the cost of an arbitration hearing. Finally, in the wake of its most recent review of its arbitration forum, FINRA has announced it intends to file an amendment to its simplified process to provide investors with a third option—a telephonic hearing—in order to address investors’ dissatisfaction with “paper cases.”
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These changes over the last three decades have transformed the securities arbitration forum such that it compares favorably, if not significantly better, to arbitration forums for the resolution of consumer or other disputes.\(^{110}\) Of course, concerns remain about the securities arbitration process, including the lack of transparency,\(^{111}\) arbitrator bias in favor of brokerage firms (who are repeat users of the forum),\(^{112}\) the increasing cost of arbitration (particularly with larger cases),\(^{113}\) and loss of judicial rulings on claims involving federal securities laws, regulations, and FINRA conduct rules.\(^{114}\) Yet, as the securities arbitration model has shown, pushing for reform to level the playing field for forced participants is a critical component of investor protection.\(^{115}\)

Consumer and employee advocates should similarly push for changes to arbitration in the context of consumer, employment, and other non-traditional disputes. Given the expanding use of PDAAs, many with class-action waivers that are increasingly supported by Supreme Court jurisprudence, it is essential and that they experienced the lowest win rates of 37 percent; the task force recommended an “intermediate approach,” leaving the details to FINRA and the National Mediation and Arbitration Committee. FINRA DISPUTE RESOLUTION TASK FORCE, FINAL REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE FINRA DISPUTE RESOLUTION TASK FORCE 28–30 (2015), https://www.finra.org/sites/default/files/Final-DR-task-force-report.pdf

\(^{110}\) Jill I. Gross, The End of Mandatory Securities Arbitration?, 30 Pace L. Rev. 1174, 1186–89 (2010). Professor Gross further argues that the securities arbitration forum is not only fair to investors, but it also provides “a more hospitable forum than the court for the resolution of their disputes.” Jill I. Gross, The Customer’s Nonwaivable Right to Choose Arbitration in the Securities Industry, 10 Brook. J. Corp. Fin. & Com. L. 383, 398, 402–03 (2016) (tracing the history of securities arbitration and the customer’s right to demand arbitration as a matter of investor protection and assurance of a dispute resolution forum for small claims).

\(^{111}\) See Benjamin P. Edwards, The Dark Side of Self-Regulation, 85 U. Cin. L. Rev. 573, 616–17 (explaining the need for increased transparency because “outside actors often struggle to bring pressure to bear on self-regulatory organizations because they cannot obtain information.”); Benjamin P. Edwards, Arbitration’s Dark Shadow, 18 Nev. L.J. 427, 431 (2018).

\(^{112}\) NASAA, supra note 5, at 2 (citing a recent empirical study confirming that individual investors have “negative views of arbitration” and believe “the system is biased against them”); see also Jill Gross & Barbara Black, When Perception Changes Reality: An Empirical Study of Investors’ Views of the Fairness of Securities Arbitration, 2008 J. Disp. Resol. 349, 385 (2008) (in a 2008 survey of customers that had completed an arbitration, authors observed that a significant number of those surveyed believed the system was biased against them). These perceptions are not without empirical support. See Stephen J. Choi, et al., The Influence of Arbitrator Background and Representation on Arbitration Outcomes, 9 Va. L. & Bus. Rev. 43, 85 (2014) (empirical data supports arguments that panels with industry arbitrators result in lower outcomes for investors; also, the incentive for future selection impacts award amounts).

\(^{113}\) William B. L. Little, Fairness is in the Eyes of the Beholder, 60 Baylor L. Rev. 73, 153 (2008).

\(^{114}\) Gilles, supra note 16, at 372, 409 (all forms of disputes are being “shunted into the hermetically-sealed vault of private arbitration, where there is no public, transparent decision-making process, much less stare decisis, or common law development”).

\(^{115}\) Gross, supra note 2 at 183–84.
to make reforms to increase access, lower costs, and provide some due process protections for those claims.

**CONCLUSION**

The widespread use of mandatory arbitration provisions and class-action waivers have required domestic arbitral forums to evolve and incorporate due process protections and procedures to increase access, level the playing field, and provide transparency. Unless and until the misalignment of Supreme Court jurisprudence and the FAA is corrected through legislative action, there is little choice but to provide better protections for forced participants of the process, even if those protections may fall short of alleviating concerns about access, process, and fairness.

Businesses that use PDAAs should also encourage reforms in other arbitral forums, even if they come at the expense of some of the benefits of arbitration in the first place. Fundamental notions of fairness and access to justice require greater transparency and some of the procedural protections found in judicial proceedings, particularly when the disputes implicate, at least in part, matters of public policy. Political winds change course; an evolution to better access, fairness, transparency, and due process for forced users of arbitration in non-traditional claims may be the best defense to preserve it.
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